Let y be a Banach space, 1 < p < oo, and Up be the seminormed space of Y-valued Bochner measurable functions of a real variable which have finite upper /»-variation. Let Up be the space of l^-equivalence classes. An averaging operator is defined with the aid of the theory of helixes in Banach spaces, which enables us to show that the spaces Up are Banach spaces, to characterize their members, and to show that they are isometrically isomorphic to Banach spaces of 7-valued measures with bounded /»-variation.
Let LpÇR; Y), 1 < p < oo, be the usual Lebesgue-Bochner Lp space of functions on R to Y. The purpose of this paper is to study the spaces Üp(R; Y). We shall show they are Banach spaces for 1 < p < oo, then characterize their members, and finally show that they are isometrically isomorphic to certain spaces of y-valued measures considered by S. Leader [7] and J. J.
Uhl, Jr. [11] .
As with the work of J. K. Lee [8] , our proof of completeness hinges on the theory of helixes in Banach spaces, cf. P. Masani [9] , specifically on the theory of the averaging operator Ap which takes a function/in Up(R; Y) into . This allows us to adapt an argument of Hardy and Littlewood [5, p. 599 ] to show that if / E Up(R; Y), 1 < p < oo, then / = /, a.e., where for p = 1, / is a unique, right continuous function of bounded variation on R to Y, and where for 1 < p < oo, / is a unique locally absolutely continuous function on R to Y (Corollaries 4. 10 and 4.11) . In case the Banach space Y has the Radon-Nikodym Property, and therefore/' exists, we show that/' E ^(R; Y), 1 < p < oo (Theorem 7.3) .
To describe our next result, let 51 be the ring generated by the bounded intervals As a consequence of our completeness result, Theorem 5.1, we prove in §8 a special form of a theorem of Butzer and Berens [2, p. 160] .
Methods similar to those used in this paper can be developed for the space Up(C; Y) of Bochner measurable functions /on the circle group C to Y such that w, : 5+ -à {Pf{t + h) ~f{t -h)f dt}1/P< °°-Results analogous to those obtained for Up(R; Y) hold for Up(C; Y). But we shall not prove this in this paper.
2. Helixes in Banach spaces. We will use definitions and notations of [9] . 2.1 Definition. Cf. [9, p. 4] . Let A" be a Banach space. We say that x(-) is a helix in X iff x(-) is a continuous function on R to X such that Va, b, t ER
where { U(t): t E R} is a strongly continuous group of isometries on X onto X. Although not used in the sequel the following theorem should be noted as a preliminary to our Main Theorem 4.7.
2.3 Theorem. Let X be a Banach space, {U(t): t > 0} be a strongly continuous semigroup of isometries on X onto X, and D be its infinitesimal generator. Define Vx E X, Proof. R. P. Boas, Jr. [1, Lemma 2] has proved this result for Borel measurable, real-valued functions of period 1. We shall show that it also holds for any Bochner measurable / with values in a Banach space Y. By hypothesis, for each n E Z there is a Lebesgue-negligible set #" such that for /£R\/V",/(r+ «)=/(,). Let
I = (I -D)(I -T) = (I -T)-D(I -T). Thus T = -D(I -T). Since I -T is onto
Clearly N is Lebesgue-negligible. Also g(-) is Bochner measurable and has period 1. Moreover for each h E R and each t E R \ (Nh u N),
2Rstri) f denotes the restriction of the function F to domain D. U, is used to remind the reader that the function on which it acts is in ¿p(R; Y). 3@(5) denotes the closed linear subspace spanned by set B. 4Xs(") denotes the indicator function of the set 5.
By (2) Boas' result is applicable to |g(-)|r-, and so |g(-)|y -a» a.e. for some a > 0. It follows that g(-) E L^fR; Y), i.e. g() is locally (Lebesgue-Bochner) integrable. We now use Boas' arguments but with Bochner integrals in Y.
For each «EN and 0 < s < 1, Jri/n 1 r" 1 rn+s g(s + t) dt= j; I g(s + t) dt= -i j g(t) dt 0 n J0 n Js
•'o By (3) 
Since g() has period 1, g() = f0g(t) dt, a.e. on R, and by (1) 
is Lebesgue-Bochner integrable in the Banach space Lp(R, Y). Clearly
is Borel measurable and g(u, t) = F(/X")> a.e. with respect to Lebesgue measure over R2. Since 5ly is separable and 5lg Q @(5ly), 5lg is separable and g is Bochner measurable.6 Hence by [4, Theorem III. 11 .17], 5The existence a.e. of the last integral can be used to directly show that/is locally integrable. We obtain a stronger result in 4.9.
6<3iF denotes the range of the function F. Then ©(*) is monotone increasing and satisfies 
by the continuity of v at a. Let c E R and (/")"= x be any sequence in R \ E' such that t" -» c +. By (4) and the right continuity of ¿,
Since y is complete there exists ay £ Y such that lim"_>0OXi'ii) = .V-Moreover if (Om=i 1S any other sequence in R\ E' such that t'm^>c + , then it is easily seen that y = lim^^^O-Thus RstrRN£-/(-) has a unique continuous extension / on R. Now since/ = /on R \ £", we have by (2), V(ak)"k=0 £ ITrx£.
A:=l
Next let it = (bk)nk=,x E 1TR. Taking in (5) ak > bk and letting ak-*bk + we see from the right continuity off that t\í(bk)-f{h-u\<\\ñv □ *=i 5 . A direct proof of completeness of Up(R; Y). The completeness of U (R; Y), 1 < p < oo, follows readily from our Main Theorem 4.7, and may be regarded as a corollary to it. We shall now show that ||g" -g\\ ->0. For this, let £ > 0. There exists N(e) such that, The proof of the following result is an easy consequence of (6.2) and is left to the reader. where/is as in Corollaries 4.10, 4.11 for 1 < p < oo andp = 1 resp. The following lemma, the proof of which is left to the reader, will be needed for our next two theorems. The following theorem establishes an isometric isomorphism for the case p = 1, which is analogous to that obtained for 1 < p < oo in Theorem 6.6. 
